
PoPoint against animal suffering

On 15 February 2020, I had an experience 
that inspired me since that day, to wear a blue 
dot on my third eye. This is my sign and all ve-
gans can do this too if they want, out of soli-
darity with all the millions of animals that are 
slaughtered alive every day for the meat-eating 
humans. It cannot go on like this and I would 
like to set an appropriate sign.

Every morning I draw this blue dot with my right 
middle finger on my third eye and every day 
this movement and this blue dot remind me that 
all cows are immobilized at this point by a bolt-
shot, so that, thereupon, the poor animals will 
be slit open alive, for the meat-eating humans, 
in order that the blood is pumped out of the 
body by the heartbeat. I can‘t stand this per-
version of humans anymore and with my blue 
dot on my third eye, exactly at the location of 
the bolt-shot, I want to draw people‘s attention 
to this horror.

Everyone who asks me gets the same answer as 
follows: “This blue dot stands for the bolt-shot, 
which is used to immobilize the animals so that 
they can no longer defend themselves when 
they are slaughtered alive for the meat-eating 
humans!”

I no longer like to discuss this horror but con-
fronting and raising awareness is what I do with 
this blue dot. Go vegan and stand up for it and 
the immeasurable animal suffering will finally 
come to an end!

Danielle H. Jolissaint
Fluid Spirit Association
Post Box 850
CH-6331 Hünenberg

 Why am I wearing a blue dot
on my third eye?
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